
Tow More

Abstract

The goal of the project is to create a patch with Max/Msp, to use in a free improvisation musical
context, which, in the same time, produces a visual (graphical score) and audio (dsp) feedback in
relation to the sound material played by the musicians during the performance. The two feedbacks
has to be perceived as a suggestion in order to continue the improvisation. The intent of the project
is  therefore  to  broaden  the  musical  dialogue  between  the  performers  by  introducing  two  new
elements that contribute to the development of the musical invention. 

Introduction

The patch is substantially divided into two parts. The first part regards the analisis of the incoming
signals, the elaboration of the datas and the generation of the score. All these processes are in the
two subpatches  "lcdlinedot"  and "lcdamp".  The second part,  instead,  deals  with  all  the aspects
concerning the organization and processing of signals. In the subpatch "sig" in fact, besides  the
digital sound process, is implemented the managment of the recording and storing of the signals and
the coordination of the audio streams. By the main patch is possible set all the parameters required
in order to run the generation of the score and the sound processing. The patch is builded to work
with a maximum of three incoming signals (sound file or live input) and was not conceived for
some particular instruments so it should be able to operate with all the "classical" instruments. From
the graphical point of view this is possible because the basic concept of the project is based on the
simple idea related to an elementary depiction,  in the time dimention,  of these sound qualities:
pitch, duration and dinamic (after all, a very classical rapresentation of the sound). Also the dsp is
designed to works with these three parameters, which are presents, collectively or individually,  in
all the instrument.

Signal handling  

In the subpatch “sig” are contained all the process related to the treatment of the signal. In the
“rec/paly”  subpatch  the  inputs  are  recorded  and  stored  in  buffers  length  ten  seconds.  Every
incoming signal is recorded in five different buffers “in series ” for a total duration of fifty seconds.
If the number of the input is set on three this process happens in parallel with the three signals. In
the same subpatch through a random decision every ten seconds one of the recorded buffers is
“sent” to the subpatches "lcdlinedot" and "lcdamp" in order to create the score. In this way the score
is  generated  in  relation  of  what  the  musicians  have  played  in  the  last  fifty  second  of  the
performance. It is therefore necessary to wait fifty seconds before the buffers dedicated to a channel
are completely written. During this period, the score is created from one of the original signals that
is randomly chosen by the subpatch "route". After fifty seconds, the score is rather related with the
samples coming from the subpatch "play" which is located in the "rec / play" subpatch. The “dsp”
subpatch deals with the elaboration of the signals in order to  create  an audio feedback for the
musician.  Two process  can  be  triggered.  The first  implements  an  fft  synthesis  with  the  object
gizmo~ (frequency-domain pitch shifter for pfft~) that goes in a delay line using the abstraction
“J_feedelay”.  The  second  involves  again  the  fft  synthesis  that  is  setted  in  order  to  freeze  the
spectrum of the incoming signal. This fft process,  according to a random choice, can enter in the
mdeGranular~ object for a granular synthesis or go directly to the output of the subpatch "dsp". To
spatialize this last dsp is used the subpatch “Const_Power_Pan” developed by Michael Edwards.
The sound processed is analysed as well as the original material by the objects bonk~ and fiddle~ in
order to create the score. 



Score

The graph called “Pitch/Attack” provides a representation of the sound on two dimensions: the x-
axis corresponds to time, the y-axis is other hand related to the frequences range. In these two
dimensions are represented two simple signs: a line and points. The musicians have to associate the
line to the performance of sustained sounds that they can produce with their instruments. The points
are  instead  to  be  interpreted  as  impulsive  and  short  sounds  that  can  be  distributed  over  the
frequencies range available. The graph “Amp” instead provides a reference to the amplitude of the
sound material that is represented in the graph “Pitch/attack”. Also in this case the x-axis represents
the time while the y-axis is related to the dynamics of sound. The two graphs are generated by the
subpatch  “lcdlinedot”  and  “lcdamp”.  Within  the  subpatch  “lcdlinedot”  the  objects  fiddle~  and
bonk~ analizes the incoming input from the subpatch “sig”. In relation with this analisis the line and
the points are drawed into the lcd object (“Pitch/Attack”) through the messages lineto and paintoval.
The dynamic reference of the “Amp” graph is drawn by the analisis of amplitude coming from the
object  fiddle~.  In  the  subpatch  “lcdamp”  the  object  histo  provides  a  simple  histogram of  the
amplitude every five seconds. This histogram is drawed again with the message lineto. The desing
of the score was concived following some simple criterias. For the line are important the ideas of
"good continuity" (All items are perceived as belonging to a coherent and continuous whole) and of
“good shape” (the perceived structure is always the easiest). Regarding the points were taken into
consideration the notions of "proximity" (the elements are grouped according to the distance) and of
“similarity” (a tendency to group similar elements) . From a musical perceptual point of view, these
simple  concepts  have  a  great  communicative  value.  Often  the  musicians  do  not  have  great
difficulties of interpretation in relation to a representation of the sound of this type. To ensure a
good degree of freedom during the performance are not provided precise references, in addition to
those mentioned above, regarding the interpretation of the graphic score (eg there isn't a precise
reference  to  the  height  of  the  sound represented  by the  line)  .  The  graph should  therefore  be
intended as a reference that shows a general trend of the musical events. 

Conclusions

In order to demonstrate the functioning of the patch in real time are provided the file "Violin.wav",
“Clarinet.wav” and “Melodic.wav” that can be loaded in the main patch setting the mode sample in
the  “Type  of  inputs”  pannel.  The  “Violin.wav”  sound file  was  performed  by the  violinist  and
composer Mr. Dimitris Papageorgiou and recorded by me in his private house on 12/12/2011. Mr.
Dimitris Papageorgiou has kindly loaned to run this short improvisation aware that the recording
will be used exclusively for this assignment. The other two sound file were performed and recorded
by me in my private house on 13/12/2011. The sound file “Two more” is instead a performance
recorded directly by the output of the patch. This file is an improvvisation perfomed by Mr. Dimitris
Papageorgiou  on  13/12/2011  in  his  private  house  and  is  the  composition  presented  for  this
assignment. The patch has several weaknesses that I was not able to solve. The most important is
probably presence of some click that is possible to hear during the execution of the sound file “Two
more” (especially  when the synthesis fft and the delay lines are activated). A possible development
of the project would be to make it able to recognize and respond (from both the audion and the
visual  poitn  of  view)  to  more  complex  musical  articulations  (crescendo  and  diminuendo,  or
ascending and descending pitch movements). An interesting application of the patch may be used it
in  pedagogical  musical  context.  In  particular  to  introduce  to  the  concept  of  musical  notation.
Another  important  improvement  project  would  be  to  deepen  the  relationship  between  visual
feedback  and  musician,  developing  the  graphic  quality  and  the  complexity  of  the  score.  An
interesting suggestion comes from the article by Graham Lock in which he analyzes the work of the
composer Anthony Braxton related to the use of graphical notations in the practice of improvisation.
He wrote: “...It’s not only that he -the composer- is using these visual elements to urge players



towards  new areas  of  personal  expression;  he is  also  using  them to  integrate  composition  and
improvisation in new ways and to radically revise notions of form...”. I believe that a development
of the project in a direction of this kind can make the work artistically interestinig and relevant. 
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